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Abstract. Motor deficits typical of Parkinson’s disease (PD), such as gait and balance disturbances, tremor, reduced arm
swing and finger movement, and voice and breathing changes, are believed to manifest several years prior to clinical diagnosis.
Here we describe the evidence for the presence and progression of motor deficits in this pre-diagnostic phase in order to
provide suggestions for the design of future observational studies for an effective, quantitatively oriented investigation. On the
one hand, these future studies must detect these motor deficits in as large (potentially, population-based) cohorts as possible
with high sensitivity and specificity. On the other hand, they must describe the progression of these motor deficits in the pre-
diagnostic phase as accurately as possible, to support the testing of the effect of pharmacological and non-pharmacological
interventions. Digital technologies and artificial intelligence can substantially accelerate this process.
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INTRODUCTION

Timely identification of persons in their early
stages of a neurodegenerative condition, such as
Parkinson’s disease (PD), is crucial to initiate early
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treatment, potentially slowing disease progression
[1]. There is growing evidence that motor deficits
begin to appear in PD as early as two to perhaps ten
years before clinical diagnosis is possible [2–7], and
that these deficits do also progress at follow-up [6,
8–12]. This phase is hereinafter referred to as the pre-
diagnostic (motor) phase, which is congruent with the
term prodromal (motor) phase used by some other
authors. The ability to capture subtle motor deficits
and their progression has improved tremendously in
recent years with advances in digital technology and
new analytical methods that allow quantification and
reliable recording over long periods of time [13–16].

Motor deficits in the pre-diagnostic phase of
Parkinson’s disease

Postuma and colleagues were among the first that
reported on the temporal appearance of motor deficits
in 20 patients with REM sleep behavior disorder
(RBD) who later developed clinically established PD
[6]. Voice and face akinesia appeared nearly 9 years
prior to clinical diagnosis followed by finger tap-
ping deficits (8 years), mobility deficits (6 years), and
rigidity and limb bradykinesia (4 years). The authors
reported that these signs continued to deteriorate dur-
ing the observation period [6].

Alteration of gait is a core feature of most PD
patients at diagnosis [17]. In a longitudinal study
on 680 healthy older adults, walking under super-
vised conditions was examined using a wearable
sensor placed on the lower back. During the 7-year
follow up period, 16 participants were diagnosed
with clinically established PD. The study showed
lower rhythm, higher variability, and higher asym-
metry of steps in the latter participants, 4.5 years
before diagnosis [12]. Gait speed and step length were
the parameters of progression during the observa-
tion period [12]. Baseline gait data were comparable
with another study investigating patients with high
risk for PD (LRRK2-G2019S mutation carriers). The
study showed increased stride time variability in car-
riers compared to age-matched non-carriers [18]. As
the latter parameter is a marker for dynamic balance
[19], it is possible that balance is also affected in this
PD phase. This hypothesis is supported by another
study which analyzed the medical records of around
8,000 patients before they were diagnosed with PD
from the Health Improvement Network UK primary
care database. This study found that balance problems
were observed around 4 years before PD diagno-
sis was possible [2]. A cross-sectional, sensor-based

study describing reduced static balance parameters in
association with risk markers for PD [20] also points
in this direction.

Arm swing asymmetry was observed in LRRK2-
G2019S mutation carriers with and without clinically
established PD [21]. The mutation is associated with
a substantially increased risk of developing PD.
Arm swing asymmetry, variability and decreased
axial rotation smoothness were apparent in non-
manifesting carriers but continued to decline in
carriers after PD diagnosis [21]. Arm swing changes
observed in diagnosed PD patients without relevant
gait deficits suggest that this deficit may indeed have
high potential as a motor marker in pre-diagnostic
PD, especially as a progression marker [22]. A recent
study [5], using accelerometry data from the wrist
collected in the usual environment of UK Biobank
participants for a week, observed the predictive abil-
ity of lowered acceleration of the wrist in identifying
the pre-diagnostic motor phase of PD. When com-
pared to genetic, lifestyle, blood biochemistry or
other ‘common’ pre-diagnostic PD markers, these
measures showed superior performance in distin-
guishing 113 pre-diagnostic PD patients up to 7 years
before diagnosis from matched controls [5].

Another promising motor marker in the pre-
diagnostic phase of PD may be finger tapping deficits.
PD patients have been shown to have lower typing
frequency and slower typing velocity than controls
and display a sequence effect [23]. These measures
may be related to the development of general bradyki-
nesia, also reflected by altered handwriting [10]. In
conjunction with previous RBD reports [6], a recent
study showed that patients with differed from controls
in finger tapping amplitude and velocity decrement,
with the latter parameter showing a significant rela-
tionship with the Movement Disorders Society –
Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale, similar to
PD patients [24].

Another study using an app-based approach in
a large cohort of RBD patients demonstrated the
presence of motor deficits including tremor, tap-
ping speed, gait changes and voice [25]. Analyses
of video recordings reported changes in speech vari-
ability as early as five years before PD diagnosis
[26]. Smartphone speech data of people at high risk
for PD, diagnosed PD patients and controls con-
firmed these findings [27]. Acoustic measurements
derived from spontaneous speech, including funda-
mental frequency variability, pause interval duration,
and speech timing rate, proved highly sensitive,
effectively distinguishing between PD and control
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groups.
The restriction of respiratory function (reflected by

breathing changes) could potentially also be counted
among the interesting markers not only for clinically
established [28] but also for pre-diagnostic PD. A
recently published study using an AI-based algorithm
not only demonstrated the high discriminative power
of nocturnal respiratory signals between large cohorts
of PD patients and controls but also provided evi-
dence that these changes may occur even before a
PD diagnosis is possible [29].

Taken together, there is emerging evidence for the
occurrence of motor deficits in a pre-diagnostic phase
of PD. However, they do not yet play a relevant role in
the definition of this phase [30]. Why has it not been
possible to date to define effective motor markers for
this PD phase?

GAPS NOT YET ADEQUATELY
ADDRESSED FOR ACCURATE
DESCRIPTION OF MOTOR DEFICITS IN
THE PRE-DIAGNOSTIC PD PHASE

There are several reasons why existing knowledge
of the pre-diagnostic motor phase of PD is currently
insufficient to 1) define with a high degree of certainty
individuals who are in this phase across populations,
and 2) to define progression trajectories that allow
the success of, e.g., neuromodulatory agents to be
measured. These deficits may be (mainly) due to:

The small size of the study cohorts that were
examined in previous studies

Most studies currently available have examined
one to several dozen participants. These small sample
sizes are due to the difficulties in finding individuals
in this phase. Conversely, they almost certainly can-
not cover the diversity of the disease. In addition,
although there is currently no convincing evidence
that subtypes of PD already exist in the pre-diagnostic
disease phase, it is likely that the course of the dis-
ease and its phenotypic manifestation already differ
in this phase, reflecting differences in genetic, envi-
ronmental, behavioral, and habitual characteristics
between individuals [31, 32]. The recent paper by [5],
examining data collected in the UK Brain Biobank
is an example of the potential of utilizing existing
population-based cohorts to explore motor deficits
in the pre-diagnostic phase of PD. These types of
studies are important because they aim to identify
PD-specific deficits while taking into account comor-

bidities in the general population, which ultimately
leads to higher accuracy in detection [32, 33]. How-
ever, rigorous verification is needed [32, 33].

The localization, complexity, and progression of
motor deficits in the pre-diagnostic phase of PD,
how they differ from age-related changes and
how they are compensated

It is not yet entirely clear which motor deficits (tend
to) occur first in this disease, how specific are they, in
which sequence they may occur, how they progress,
and which motor deficit poses the greatest risk for
the future development of clinically established PD.
For example, we know from early “post-diagnostic”
PD that there is often a laterality of the cardinal
symptoms [23], even with dissociation across these
symptoms [34]. To what extent this already exists
in the pre-diagnostic phase, and whether it persists
consistently remains to be clarified. Moreover, sev-
eral imaging studies have shown that compensatory
mechanisms for motor deficits are particularly active
in the early stages of neurodegenerative diseases,
including PD [35, 36]. This may mask some deficits,
particularly in a supervised assessment context [20,
37, 38].

The lack of evidence that motor deficits in
pre-diagnostic PD can (also) be detected in
everyday life

If we assume that, in principle, population-wide
screening in the home environment is needed to detect
a relevant proportion of people in the pre-diagnostic
phase of PD, we need to ensure that these assessments
are valid. Although there is some evidence that motor
deficits in the pre-diagnostic PD phase are evident
not only in the doctor’s office but also in the home
environment of those affected [4], there is a signifi-
cant lack of studies that support this on a quantitative
and objective level. This is even more important as
the presentation of motor deficits in PD may differ
depending on whether they are measured in a usual
environment or the clinic [39, 40].

A lack of knowledge about the context in which
movements are performed in everyday life

Measurement of movement in everyday life has
become straightforward (e.g., step counting, total
energy expenditure, sleep patterns). However, all
our movements take place within a context, such as
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where the person is, who they are interacting with,
what food they have eaten (and how), and what the
weather conditions are, and these contexts influence
the movements [39, 41]. Interestingly, dopaminer-
gic deficiency has been shown to be associated with
deficits in the selection of context-adapted movement
[42]. This association suggests that context factors
should be collected particularly in PD-related studies.
However, these context factors have been difficult or
even impossible to collect so far. This may be asso-
ciated with unacceptable aspects on the part of the
study participants (e.g., filling in diaries) and data
protection issues (e.g., GPS data).

Technology-based measurements that build only
on clinically informed concepts of (motor)
deficits

PD-related deficits have been primarily defined by
medical professionals and patients. This is not, at least
in some constellations, the language and granular-
ity with which digital technology and new analytical
methods such as artificial intelligence operate. The
latter have no ability or “interest” to consider interpre-
tative and comprehensive aspects of disease-related
deficits, the former do.

It is therefore necessary for the quantitative assess-
ment of deficits, also in the pre-diagnostic phase of
PD, to critically examine the “composition” of these
deficits and, if possible, to disaggregate and opera-
tionalize them so that the assessment is adapted to
the capabilities of the new technology [16].

Assessment technologies do not fit into the lives
of those assessed

When patients use medical devices at home, the
technologies need to fit into their lives. It was recently
reported that low effort of use, low disruption to
their daily lives and good support are important
enablers for the success of such evaluation strategies
[43–45].

Furthermore, the definition of a subtle PD-specific
motor deficit may be complicated by the fact that
motor and non-motor deficits can overlap, even in the
pre-diagnostic disease phase. Examples are deficits in
salivation, speech, and facial expression [10]. In addi-
tion, although mild parkinsonian signs are associated
with an increased risk of future clinically established
PD, they are also more likely to occur in an aging pop-
ulation and may therefore reflect multiple pathologies
[46].

PROPOSED NEXT STEPS IN DETECTION,
QUANTIFICATION, AND FOLLOW-UP OF
PRE-DIAGNOSTIC MOTOR DEFICITS IN
PD

We posit that for the successful detection, quan-
tification, and follow-up evaluation of pre-diagnostic
motor deficits in PD, the following priorities need to
be addressed:

Prospective studies are always superior to retro-
spective analyses, as the latter may have limitations
that prevent meaningful interpretation of the results.
In addition, it is essential to define a priori the con-
cept of interest and the context of use in such studies
(see Fig. 1A for an overview of the number of studies
already available investigating pre-diagnostic motor
deficits). In the development of the study design, it
should be consistently ensured that existing knowl-
edge from clinical and laboratory-based studies is
implemented. Building on this, consideration needs
to be given to which digital technologies have the
highest potential to achieve an accurate answer to the
study hypothesis (and not vice versa [47]). The def-
inition of specific aspects of disease-related deficits
should take into account the impressive possibilities
offered by digital technologies. This has already been
taken up for some deficits. For example, it is feasi-
ble to distinguish between static [48] and dynamic
balance [19], and it is widely accepted that stride
time variability is much more closely associated
with dynamic imbalance than other gait parameters
[49, 50]. For bradykinesia, a new framework has
recently been proposed that distinguishes between
bradykinesia, hypokinesia, sequence effect, hesita-
tions/halts, akinesia, and oligokinesia in the context
of reduced movement [51], making the feature much
more amenable to detection with new technology.

Clinical and laboratory studies should continue to
invest in this area. They provide unique information
about the characteristics of these features, especially
when challenging experimental conditions are used
that can unmask subtle motor deficits. These types
of studies can anchor clinical evaluation and perform
technical and clinical validation of the measurement
tools and parameters of interest, ensuring that they
are fit for purpose, for example as identification or
progression markers. Recent work has brought new
options that offer validation also in the home environ-
ment [52]. This opens up the possibility of collecting
data in everyday life settings and in large cohorts.

For the identification of motor deficits in the
pre-diagnostic PD phase, we propose to prioritize
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Fig. 1. A) Number of currently available studies for the assessment of motor deficits in the (possible) pre-diagnostic phase of Parkinson’s
disease (PD). The following search strategy was used in PubMed: “digital assessment”, “mobile health technology”, “gait”, “voice”, “bal-
ance”, “postural instability”, “bradykinesia”, “tremor” AND “prodromal Parkinson’s disease”, “idiopathic REM sleep behavior disorders”,
“Parkinson’s disease”. B) Motor features appear about 2–10 years before the diagnosis of PD. To identify pre-diagnostic PD motor deficits,
they must show a deviation from “normal” (i.e., no pre-diagnostic PD phase). This deviation should be measured in as large cohorts as
possible, preferably population-based. For this purpose, it would be advisable to use markers that can be collected with the simplest pos-
sible methods and potentially in the home environment. If this defines a cohort that is (for a relevant part) in a pre-diagnostic PD phase,
more complex methods can be used to determine the progression of motor features in this phase of PD, as the cohort is now smaller. Sup,
studies using supervised, task-based assessments in the clinic; UnSup, studies using unsupervised assessment strategies, mostly in the home
environment.
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measurement in everyday life [53]. We follow here
the idea that, for feasibility and economic reasons
[54], population-wide assessment without a clinical
visit should ultimately be the goal for this purpose
(Fig. 1B). Consequently, research should focus on
motor deficits that are detectable in the person’s usual
‘being’. It is very likely that this is possible and effec-
tive. For example, the Rotterdam study, comparing
109 people in a pre-diagnostic PD phase with 1090
controls, showed that the former had a continuous
decline in instrumented activities of daily living (such
as the ability to use the telephone, which was also
shown for early “post-diagnostic” PD [55, 56], do
laundry, shop, prepare food, do household chores,
use transport, be responsible for own medication and
be able to manage finances), with trajectories that
differed from those of the controls from about 6
years before diagnosis [4]. The study team should
always bear in mind that assessment strategies need
to be somehow integrated into different aspects of
the study participants’ daily lives without being too
burdensome and intruding on their privacy. It is also
important to remember that decline in activities of
daily living and physical activity are not specific
to PD, and any changes observed should take into
account aging and co-morbidities as covariates [57,
58].

Based on the data currently available, changes in
dexterity, voice, arm swing, gait, balance, and breath-
ing (at least at night) appear to be the most promising
parameters for detecting people at a pre-diagnostic
phase of PD. The widespread use of consumer digi-
tal devices such as smartphones and smartwatches in
the population makes it potentially possible to collect
such parameters on a large scale and unobtrusively.
The UK Brain Biobank study using a wrist-worn
accelerometer over 7 days in pre-diagnostic PD
patients in the home setting has demonstrated the
effectiveness of this approach [5]. Other screening
technologies are currently being developed by sev-
eral groups, focusing on deficits in dexterity, gait
and voice [60], and tremor [59]. These technology-
enabled options with artificial intelligence can be
used to remotely assess patients’ conditions in their
natural home environment, facilitating a more com-
prehensive assessment and empowering patients to
monitor their disease.

To develop progression markers in this pre-
diagnostic phase, longitudinal cohort studies are
needed that examine different disease trajectories to
identify the weight of progression of different motor
deficits (Fig. 1B). Network analysis is an interesting

approach in the field of digital devices that can poten-
tially help here. We understand this as the analysis
of data obtained from multiple (similar or different)
sensors, e.g., worn on the body, that record physio-
logical processes and movement/mobility. Examples
can be the calculation of interlimb coordination [61,
62], which has shown very high potential for measur-
ing the progression of Duchenne muscular atrophy
[63] and Friedreich’ ataxia [64]. Digital data measur-
ing mobility and autonomic aspects (e.g., heartbeat)
have been used to detect fatigue [65] and freezing of
gait in PD [66], with promising results.

When designing prospective studies in the field of
pre-diagnostic PD, new ways of collecting contextual
factors must be explored. Digital diaries, for example,
can be used for this purpose. It is also expected that in
the near future it will be possible to extract contextual
information from the digital tools that study partic-
ipants wear on their bodies to record mobility and
physiological parameters. Interesting options arise
here through (additional) recording of environmental
factors (such as daylight) and through more restric-
tive data extraction approaches, e.g., from GPS data
(one possibility is the extraction of relative instead of
absolute coordinates).

Approaches to data analysis should be able to deal
with large amounts of data and have a ‘learning’
potential. Inspiration comes here, e.g., from the eval-
uation of pathological image data with the help of
a multimodal artificial intelligence with both image
and text understanding, which manages to classify
pathological images with high accuracy using a data
set that includes pathological images with text [67].
A similar approach is conceivable for artificial intel-
ligence that analyses voice recordings and videos of
a person’s movements. For example, it could be used
to analyze a person who regularly gives speeches on
his or her birthday or takes part in the annual city
run, and the software would receive audio and video
recordings that could be used to more precisely iden-
tify a pathology. Data should also be made available
as a repository, e.g., for subsequent alternative and
meta-analyses [68, 69]. We urge the field to foster
open access data in a pre-competitive space to allow
for faster progress of the field.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, detection and monitoring of motor
deficits in the pre-diagnostic phase of PD are crucial
for the provision of effective treatment and under-
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standing disease progression. Recent advances in
digital technology have greatly improved our abil-
ity to capture subtle motor deficits and track their
progression over time. Promising markers may be
extracted from voice, arm swing, gait, balance, and
breathing. However, there are still several challenges
to address in future studies, including the need for
larger and more diverse study cohorts that may focus
on either identification or evaluation of progres-
sion in this phase, understanding the sequence of
motor deficits, and validating assessments in every-
day life settings. The future lies in prospective studies,
advanced data analysis, and the integration of digital
technology to identify and monitor motor deficits in
the pre-diagnostic PD phase accurately.
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